Responsive Space…What is it?
• Responsive -Ready to launch within hours of call-up and to conduct military operations within hours of reaching orbit • Maneuverable -Have maneuverability to rapidly achieve any Earthcentered orbit Why Waveriders?
• Waveriders appear to be the only craft capable of performing hypersonic maneuvers at sufficiently high Lift-to-drag ratios • Essential for pressure drop across injector > 25% of chamber pressure --Pressure ratio insures propellant flow rates are independent of fluctuations in chamber pressure.
• Fixed geometry injectors
Reduction of Propellant flow rates causes injector pressure to drop faster than the chamber pressure … until injector pressure becomes so low that coupling between chamber and propellant feed system occurs … causing combustor instability (a. • If the perigee stays above the "knee" then there is enough orbital energy to Maintain at least one more orbit
• Task here is to design a regulator that modulates the engine thrust to keep us "in the green" where perigee altitude is relatively constant 
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